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Lambda polarization and single-spin left-right asymmetry in diffractive hadron-hadron collisions
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We discuss lambda polarization and single-spin left-right asymmetry in diffractive hadron-hadron scattering
at high energies. We show that the physical picture proposed in a recent Letter is consistent with the experi-
mental observation thatL polarization in the diffractive processpp→LK1p is much higher than that in the
inclusive reactionpp→LX. We make predictions for the left-right asymmetryAN and for the spin transfer
DNN

L in the single-spin processp(↑)p→LK1p and suggest further experimental tests of the proposed picture.

PACS number~s!: 13.88.1e, 13.85.Hd, 14.20.Jn
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It has been known@1# for a long time that hyperons pro
duced in hadron-hadron or hadron-nucleus collisions are
larized transversely to the production plane, although nei
the projectile nor the target is polarized before the collisi
Significant hyperon polarizations~up to 40%! in inclusive
production processes have been observed@1# in the fragmen-
tation regions for moderately large transverse momenta.
effect has been confirmed in past years by a large numbe
similar experiments at different energies and/or using diff
ent projectiles and/or targets and for the production of d
ferent hyperons. However, the physical origin of these st
ing polarizations is still a puzzle. The basic difficulty is th
the helicity of the almost massless quarks is conserve
perturbative QCD~PQCD! in leading twist and at leading
order @2#, but the existence of large hyperon polarizati
requires a significant helicity flip at the hadron level. Diffe
ent attempts have been made@3# to overcome this difficulty
in the context of PQCD; other theoretical models have a
been proposed@4–10#. It is clear that understanding thi
striking spin effect would also shed light on the spin stru
ture of the hadron.

While most of the experimental data on hyperon polari
tion are in inclusive processes, the CERN R608 Collabo
tion has carried out an experiment@11# in the diffractive
dissociation processpp→LK1p. One of the obvious advan
tages of this exclusive experiment is that, here, one con
trates on a much simpler final state than in inclusive p
cesses. In this way, one hopes to gain deeper insight into
mechanisms of lambda polarization. The results@11# of this
experiment show thatL produced in this process is als
transversely polarized, and that the polarization has the s
sign ~negative! as that observed@1# in the inclusive process
pp→LX but the magnitude is very large (62%64%) —
much larger than those observed in the inclusive proc
Since the diffractive processpp→LK1p is the simplest
channel for the inclusive processpp→LX, the observation
that L polarization PL in this channel has a much large
value than that inpp→LX, which is the average over all th
different channels, suggests that this process plays inde
special role.
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In a recent Letter@10#, we argued that there is a clos
relation between the above-mentioned hyperon polariza
(PH) observed@1# in inclusive production processes in un
polarized hadron-hadron collisions and the left-right asy
metry (AN) observed@12# in inclusive hadron-hadron colli-
sions using transversely polarized projectile or targ
Theoretical arguments and experimental observations h
been presented which strongly suggest that the two phen
ena have the same origin and should be considered toge
If this is indeed the case, it offers a new starting point
understand the origin ofPH .

In this Brief Report, we apply the picture toL production
in diffractive hadron-hadron collisions to make further te
of the picture by comparing the obtained results with t
available data. We show in particular that the much lar
value ofPL in pp→LK1p should be considered as furthe
strong evidence for the picture. We make suggestions
future experiments.

We now start by recollecting the key points of the pictu
proposed in@10#. The basic idea of the picture is that there
a close relation betweenPH in unpolarized hadron-hadro
collisions andAN in single-spin hadron-hadron collisions
Hence, if we extract the essential points encoded in theAN
data, we should be able to understandPH based on these
points. The following two points,~a! and~b!, have therefore
been derived from the existingAN data @12#, and used as
inputs to studyPH .

~a! If a hadron is produced by an upwards polarized v
lence quark of the transversely polarized projectile, it has
large probability to have a transverse momentum pointing
the ‘‘left-hand side’’ looking downstream. This productio
mechanism gives rise to positive left-right asymme
@12,13# Here, ‘‘left-hand side’’ is defined by the requireme
that the scalar productM5SW •(pW B3pW ) be positive, whereSW
is the polarization vector of the transversely polarized bea
andpW B andpW are the momenta of the beam and the produ
hadron, respectively. PositiveAN measures the excess o
hadrons produced to the left-hand side over those produ
to the right-hand side. The above point has been deri
directly from the data@12,13# on AN in meson production.
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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We denote the difference of the probabilities forM to be
positive and to be negative byC. C should lie in the region
0,C,1.

~b! If a hadron is produced by two valence quarks (v
lence diquark) of the projectile, the remaining valence qua
produces an associated hadron. The left-right asymm
due to this production mechanism is opposite to that of
associated hadron.This is consistent with the data onAN in
L production@12,14#. It explains in particular the surprisin
experimental result@12,14# that L produced by a spin-zero
(ud) diquark from the polarized projectile also exhibits le
right asymmetry@16#!

These two points are supplemented by the following t
points, which are consistent with the recent ALEPH a
OPAL data @17,18# on longitudinal polarization ofL in

e1e2→Z0→qq̄→L1X, in order to give a description o
PH in hadron-hadron collisions.

~1! Quark polarization isnot destroyed in fragmentation
~2! The SU~6! wave function can be used to describe t

relation between the spin of the fragmenting quark and
of the hadron produced in the fragmentation process.

We recall that the SU~6! wave functions have been widel
used in studying hyperon polarization in hadron-hadron c
lisions in the literature~see, e.g.,@4#, @5#, and@7#!; i.e., point
~2! has been assumed to be true. From this point, we ob
immediately thatL polarization is completely determined b
its s valence quark. This result is quite different from th
suggested by the recent polarized deep-inelastic lep
nucleon scattering~DIS! data@19#. The recent DIS data sug
gest that, at largeQ2, the quarks and antiquarks carry only
small fraction of the nucleon spin. When applied toL, it
suggests that@20# L spin is not completely determined by i
s quark. This initiated the discussions~see, e.g.,@20–25#!
whether such a picture of the spin structure should also
used for describing the relation between the spins of the f
menting quarks and the polarization of the hyperon produ
in the fragmentation processes. It has been pointed ou
@15# that measurements of the longitudinal polarization ofL
in e1e2→Z0→LX can provide some hints to answer th
question. The available data@17,18# are still far from accu-
rate and enormous enough to provide a conclusive jud
ment. But these available data@17,18# seem to favor@15# the
SU~6! description.@26#

We note that the four points~a!, ~b!, ~1!, and~2! form the
basis of the picture in@10#. They are consistent with the da
now available@12–14,17,18#. Whether, if yes, how they can
be derived from QCD are questions which have been
cussed frequently in recent years in the literature. Ma
models have been proposed to understand in particular p
~a! and~b! in terms of the quark-parton model in the fram
work of QCD. Since the purpose of@10# and that of the
present paper are to discuss the close relationship betw
the left-right asymmetries observed in single-spin hadr
hadron collisions with hyperon polarization in unpolariz
hadron-hadron collisions, we use these points as input
this sense, the results obtained in the following and thos
@10# are consequences of a phenomenological model w
is consistent with the basic principles and the empirical fa
11750
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from other experiments. Using this picture, we showed@10#
that various data on hyperon polarization in inclusive p
duction processes can be understood provided that thes and
s̄ taking part in the associated production of theL andK1

have opposite transverse spins. We found in particular t
in this picture,L polarization comes mainly from theL ’s
which contain two valence quarks of the proton project
and are associated with a spin-zero meson such asK1 which
contains the remaining valence quark of the proton.

We stress that, although the model is consistent with t
proposed by DeGrand and Miettinen@5# on some points, it
differs very much from the latter. In@5#, polarization of hy-
perons originates from a semiclassical effect, Thomas p
cession, which leads to the ‘‘slow-partons-spin-down-fa
partons-spin-up’’ rule. This would in particular predict th
hyperons produced ine1e2 annihilations should also be
transversely polarized, which contradicts the data@27,17#.
The model in@10# relates hyperon polarizationPH in unpo-
larized collisions with left-right asymmetriesAN observed
@12# in single-spin inclusive hadron production process
Data onAN suggest a correlation between the polarization
the valence quark and the transverse moving direction of
produced hadron@points ~a! and ~b! mentioned above#. The
picture in @10# shows that the same correlations~a! and ~b!
lead also to hyperon polarization in unpolarized collisions

We now come to the application of the picture to t
diffractive processpp→LK1p. We note that this is the sim
plest channel for the inclusive processpp→LX and it has
the following peculiarities: First, unlike inpp→LX, L has
to contain two of the valence quarks from the colliding pr
ton in this process. The associated spin-zeroK1 contains the
other valence quark. This means that, in this channel,
have onlyL produced by mechanism~b! which, according to
the picture in@10#, provides the largest polarization. Secon
there is no contribution from hyperon decay. This means t
there is no contamination from such decay processes to
L polarization. In fact, this is the only channel where the
conditions are completely satisfied. We therefore expect
L polarization should take its maximum in this process. T
is consistent with the R608 observation@11# that PL in this
process is much larger than that inpp→LX.

In order to estimatePL in this process quantitatively, we
recall thatPL is defined with respect to the production pla
~see Fig. 1! and PL,0 means that theL has a large prob-
ability to be polarized in the2nW direction, wherenW }pW B

3pW L is the normal of the production plan. According

FIG. 1. Hyperon polarization is defined with respect to the u

vectornW [pW B3pW L /upW B3pW Lu which is perpendicular to the produc

tion plane. Here,pW B andpW L are momentum of the beam hadron a
that of the producedL, respectively. From the figure, we see

particular thatnW is pointing upwards ifpW L is pointing to the left.
3-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 117503
point ~b!, if pW L is in the direction as shown in the figur
~denoted by ‘‘left’’!, K1 should be going right; thuspW B

3pW K1 should be in the opposite direction asnW . According to
point ~a!, theu valence quark should have a large probabil
to be polarized in the2nW ~downwards! direction. The differ-
ence of the probability for thisuv to be polarized in the
2nW and that to be polarized in thenW direction is given by the
constantC mentioned in point~a!. SinceK1 is a spin-zero
object, thes̄ in K1 should be polarized in thenW direction if
uv is polarized in the2nW direction. Hence, thes quark and
thus theL should be polarized in the2nW direction if s ands̄
have opposite transverse spins~see Fig. 2!. We see, in this
case, that the polarization ofL is the same as that for th
remainingu valence quark which is contained in the assoc
tively producedK1. This implies that

PL~pp→LK1p!52C. ~1!

Using the valueC50.6 determined~see, e.g.,@16# and the
references given therein! by fitting the AN data, we obtain
that PL(pp→LK1p)520.6 which is in good agreemen
with the R608 data@11#, PL(pp→LK1p)520.6260.04.

This result is rather encouraging. We therefore mad
detailed analysis for the related spin effects in this proces
We found that the single-spin reactionp(↑)p→LK1p with
transversely polarized protonp(↑) is an ideal place to tes
the picture proposed in@10# and its applicability to diffrac-
tive processes. We obtained the following

(a) There should be a large left-right asymmetryAN for
L as well as forK1 in p(↑)p→LK1p in the fragmentation
region of the transversely polarized protonp(↑), and

AN
L@p~↑ !p→LK1p#52AN

K1

@p~↑ !p→LK1p#52C.
~2!

This is becauseuL↑&5(ud)0,0s
↑; thus only the configuration

(ud)0,0u
↑ in the projectile protonp(↑) contributes to the

processp(↑)p→LK1p. Hence, theu valence quark con-
tained inK1 is upwards polarized. According to the poin
~a! and~b! mentioned above, we obtain the results shown
Eq. ~2!.

FIG. 2. Associated production ofL containing two of the va-
lence quarks of the projectile proton andK1 containing the remain-
ing u valence quark. Here, the three long straight solid lines rep
sent the three valence quarks from the projectile proton;O*
represents some unknown object which carries the energy mom

tum needed to create thess̄ pair. From the figure, we see tha
polarization ofL and that of the remainingu valence quark are the

same provided that thes and s̄ have opposite spins.
11750
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(b) The ‘‘spin transfer parameter’’DNN
L for the produced

L should be positive and large inp(↑)p→LK1p in the
fragmentation region ofp(↑). We recall thatDNN

L is defined
as the probability for the producedL to be polarized in the
same transverse direction as the projectile. Although theud
diquark which comes from the projectile to form the pr
ducedL has to be in the spin-zero state and thus carries
information of polarization of the projectile, the remainingu
valence quark completely determines the polarization of
projectile. They are polarized in the same direction. Hen
the s̄ has to be polarized in the opposite direction as
projectile sinceK1 has spin zero. Thes quark, which has
opposite transverse spin as thes̄, and theL containing thiss
quark should be polarized in the same transverse directio
the projectile. Hence, we obtain

DNN
L @p~↑ !p→LK1p#51. ~3!

Both (a) and (b) are predictions which can be tested
future experiments. The predictions for the processpp
→LK1p are summarized in Table I.

Here, it should be mentioned thatL polarization has re-
cently been measured@28# in another exclusive processpp
→pLK1p1p2p1p2 at incident momentum of 27.5
GeV/c. The results show the following:~i! The magnitude of
PL in this channel is much smaller than that inpp
→pLK1. ~ii ! PL is approximately the same for even
whereK1 andL are produced in the same hemisphere a
for those where they are in the opposite hemispheres.
show that both~i! and ~ii ! are consistent with the pictur
mentioned above. First, unlike that inpp→pLK1, L in this

FIG. 3. ProductionL containing two of the valence quarks o
the projectile proton associated with more than one pseudosc
mesons with one of them containing the remainingu valence quark.
We see here that the correlation between the polarization ofL and
that of the remainingu valence quark is not destroyed if mor
spin-zero mesons are associatively produced~cf. Fig. 2!.

-

n-

TABLE I. Predictions of different spin parameters in the diffra
tive processpp→LK1p at high energies of the picture in@10#. The
data forPL@pp→LK1p# are taken from@11#.

Theory Data

PL@pp→LK1p# 2C(520.6) 20.6260.04
AN

L@p(↑)p→LK1p# 2C(520.6)

AN
K1

@p(↑)p→LK1p# C(50.6)

DNN
L @p(↑)p→LK1p# 1
3-3
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channel can be produced by two or one of the three vale
quarks of the colliding proton. But according to the picture
@10#, only theL ’s produced by two valence quarks are p
larized; those produced by one are not. Second, whileL in
pp→LK1p is definitely associated withK1, in pp
→pLK1p1p2p1p2, L can be associated with a vect
meson such asK* 0 which subsequently decays intoK1p2.
As has been emphasized in@10#, the correlation between th
u valence quark in the associated meson and thes quark in
the producedL will not be destroyed if more spin-zero me
sons are associatively produced~see Fig. 3.!, but it will be
destroyed if one or more~spin-one! vector meson~s! are in-
volved. Hence, we expect that point~i! is true. Furthermore
sincePL is not changed if more spin-zero mesons are p
duced in between~Fig. 3!, it is therefore unimportan
whetherK1 andL are produced in the same or in the opp
pi

v.

et

pi

11750
ce

-

-

site hemispheres. This implies that~ii ! should also be true.
In summary, we have successfully applied the picture p

posed in@10# to L production in diffractive processes. Th
obtained results are in agreement with the data now av
able. Predictions have been given which can be teste
future experiments.
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